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Stylometri hara teristi features enable des ription and
re ognition of authorship by referring to a style of writing. As they are of
numeri type, to explore and mine data either te hniques apable of (or
adjusted to) working for this type of variables are needed, or some disretisation pro edure is onsidered as a ne essary part of pre-pro essing.
The paper presents results of investigations on sele ted supervised and
unsupervised dis retisation approa hes applied in the domain of stylometry, with a task of authorship attribution treated as lassi ation performed by hosen indu ers.
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Introdu tion

Dis retisation is one of the data redu tion methods where numeri al attributes
are onverted into dis rete or nominal ones with a nite number of intervals [8℄.
A mapping from the wide spe trum of ontinuous values into a subset of dis rete
values onstitutes the redu tion pro ess. When properly applied, su h approa h
an lter out the information noise. In many ases a learning pro ess is more
eÆ ient and e e tive for dis rete data, and this type of data is easier to store,
explain, and understand. On the other hand, dis retisation always auses some
loss of information, therefore must be applied arefully and this loss minimised.
In many domains available hara teristi features, des ribing obje ts and
on epts, are of numeri al nature. In ase of data mining with su h variables,
we need to de ide whether to on ne onsiderations only to the te hniques and
methodologies that are apable of using and operating on ontinuous valued
attributes without their transformation, to modify algorithms to allow for numeri al elements, or to perform dis retisation, a epting the resulting loss of
information and its onsequen es [12℄.
When dis retisation is to be exe uted, still the question remains whi h approa h to this pro ess should be employed, as there many methods, divided into

ategories depending on elements they fo us upon. One of possible distin tions
is of supervised versus unsupervised pro edures. In supervised dis retisation information about lass labels is taken into a ount during the sear h for good
ut-points between ranges of attribute values. Su h approa hes are often onsidered as superior to unsupervised ones, where lass information is disregarded,
and the numbers of onstru ted intervals are spe i ed as an input parameter. In
parti ular equal width binning is frequently riti ised, not always deservedly.
The paper presents resear h results for two dis retisation methods: supervised Fayyad and Irani's [9℄, whi h refers to entropy while establishing boundaries between intervals; and unsupervised that divides the whole range of attribute values into arbitrarily set numbers of bins with equal width. The two
approa hes were employed for two tasks of binary authorship attribution [13℄.
Stylometri analysis of texts makes use of quantitative des riptors of writing
styles [1℄, thus the available features are naturally ontinuous. To solve these kind
of problems typi ally there are employed either statisti s-oriented al ulations or
ma hine learning te hniques. In the resear h exe uted for data dis retised with
various methods there were investigated results of three well known lassi ers,
often used in omparisons, Naive Bayes, J4.8, and k-Nearest Neighbours.
The paper is organised as follows. Se . 2 des ribes hara teristi s of stylometri data, Se . 3 gives ba kground information on dis retisation approa hes
and their ategories. Se . 4 provides some details of the experiments exe uted,
and obtained results are ommented in Se . 5. Con lusions are listed in Se . 6.
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Nature of Data in Stylometri Domain

Upon its invention, the stylometri notion that something so subtle as a writing
style an be de ned by quantitative (as opposed to qualitative) des riptors was
revolutionary [7℄. The fundamental on ept of authorial invariant, a group of
numeri al features that allow to de ne, des ribe, and re ognise authorship with
a suÆ ient level of reliability, leads to treating the task of authorship attribution
as lassi ation [11℄. As a result, data mining approa hes an be used to solve
su h task, either basing on statisti s or ma hine learning.
To re ognise an author basing on their writing style requires dete ting su h
traits or habits that are independent on a spe i subje t, whi h means that it
is not enough to look for ertain keywords or key phrases as in typi al mat hing
sear hes. Instead, available text samples of known authorship need to be mined
in order to dis over qualities di erentiating these examples of style from those
of other authors. What is more, to avoid the possibility of being de eived by
imitated hara teristi phrases, the more reliable way lies with referring to linguisti elements used rather sub ons iously, su h as fun tion words, and patterns
of senten e formulation. These onsiderations give numeri al attributes referring
to lexi al and synta ti markers. The former spe ify frequen ies of o urren e of
su h elements as ertain words or phrases, while the latter re e t the stru ture
of senten es indi ated by employed pun tuation marks [6℄.

Des ribed stylometri hara teristi features are of numeri al nature so they
require te hniques apable of eÆ ient pro essing su h values, or dis retisation
needs to be employed before data an be mined. The hoi e of a parti ular approa h is not straightforward, as no method an be given a guarantee of returning
the best lassi ation results for obtained nominal input sets for all ases.
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Dis retisation Approa hes

Formally dis retisation is a pro ess whi h transforms values of a ontinuous
attribute a into m dis rete intervals D = f[d0 ; d1 ℄; : : : ; (dm 1 ; dm ℄g. d0 and dm
are respe tively the minimum and maximum values, and for i = 0; : : :; m 1,
di < di+1. P = fd1; : : :; dm 1 g is the set of split or ut-points of a attribute [10℄.
Most of dis retising algorithms are stati , whi h means that dis retisation is
performed prior to the learning pro ess, as opposed to dynami approa hes where
the dis retisation model is built by a learner and it is based on the information
ex hange between dis retiser and learner units. When dis retisation is performed
separately for ea h attribute, it is alled univariate. If the dis retiser takes into
onsideration values of all attributes, and examines relations and intera tions
between them, the dis retisation is multivariate. Unsupervised pro edures omit
lass information. Supervised dis retisation algorithms base on various heuristi
measures and analyse the relations between attributes and lasses.
Equal width binning is one of basi unsupervised dis retisation methods. It
determines the minimum and maximum values of a given attribute and then
divides the whole range into k intervals of equal size.
Fayyad and Irani's [9℄ supervised dis retisation is based on the notion of
entropy. Assuming existen e of k lasses C1 ; : : : ; Ck in the set S of N instan es,
lass entropy of S is de ned as:

Ent(S ) =

Xk P Ci; S
i=1

(

) log(P (Ci ; S ));

(1)

where P (Ci ; S ) denotes the proportion of lass Ci instan es in S .
If for all instan es an attribute assumes di erent values, to nd the optimal
ut-point TA the exhaustive sear h throughout all possible N 1 ut-points T
is ne essary. If a ut-point T splits S set into two subsets, S1 and S2 , where
S 1  S ontains instan es with attribute values  T and S2 = S n S1, then the
entropy for this ut-point an be al ulated as follows:

Ent(A; T ; S ) = jjSS jj Ent(S ) + jjSS jj Ent(S ):
1

1

2

2

(2)

For the optimal TA lass information entropy E (A; TA ; S ) is minimal. The
pro ess of inserting ut-points should be performed re ursively for subsequent intervals obtained during the ante edent partitioning. Fayyad and Irani formulated
the stopping riterion for this pro ess based on Minimum Des ription Length

(MDL) prin iple. A ording to this rule, the re ursive dis retisation should be
performed as long as the following inequality is satis ed:

Gain(A; T ; S ) = Ent(S ) E (A; T ; S ) > log (NN 1) + (A;NT ; S ) ;
where for ki being the number of lass labels ontained in Si
(A; T ; S ) = log (3k 2) [k  Ent(S ) k  Ent(S ) k  Ent(S )℄ :
2

2

1

1

2

2

(3)

(4)

Supervised dis retisation algorithms are onsidered as the best approa h,
whi h theoreti ally should deliver an optimal set of intervals and ut-points
for ea h attribute. Unsupervised pro edures, in parti ular equal width, whi h
takes into a ount only widths of onstru ted intervals while disregarding all
other important fa tors, tend to have rather a bad opinion. However, uneven
partition of input spa e and ases of single interval attributes result in su h loss
of information that suggest and motivate more thorough study on appli ations
of both, and of their ombinations worth investigating.
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Experiments

In the rst step of experiments the input sets were onstru ted, and the performan e of sele ted lassi ers in ontinuous domain for attributes he ked to
be used as a referen e point. Then the input sets were dis retised with supervised Fayyad & Irani's method and with unsupervised equal width binning for
varying numbers of intervals. Next, there was exe uted dis retisation ombining
supervised with unsupervised strategies. To all attributes found as single interval variables in Fayyad's pro essing of learning sets, additionally unsupervised
dis retisation was applied for the range of bin numbers. For all dis rete sets the
lassi ation power of onsidered indu ers was tested and results ompared.
4.1

Input Datasets

When authorship attribution is treated as a lassi ation task, re ognised authors orrespond to distinguished lasses, and hara teristi features to stylometri des riptors. In the onsidered ase the lassi ation was binary and lasses
represented in the same degree to prevent problems resulting from imbalan ed
data [16℄. Two pairs of authors were hosen for omparison, female and male, as
writing styles are strongly in uen ed by genders of their authors [15℄.
For female writer dataset E. Wharton and M. Johnston were sele ted, and
for male writers J.F. Curwood and J. London. Their novels were grouped into
three ategories, to give base for separate learning and two test sets of samples.
Long texts were divided into several smaller parts of omparable lengths. For all
these text samples (100 per author in learning, and 45 per author in test sets)
next there were al ulated frequen ies of o urren e for fun tion words most
popularly used in English language, and pun tuation marks, together giving the

preliminary set of a hundred features. Next, to these sets there were applied
several attribute ranking algorithms [18℄, and from resulting rankings there was
sele ted an interse tion of these variables that were assigned non-zero ranks.
Su h pro essing gave 24 hara teristi features for further onsiderations.
Evaluation of lassi ers performan e was exe uted by test sets instead of
ross-validation, as the latter approa h tends to give falsely higher lassi ation
a ura y [2℄, be ause of some similarities within groups of examples, due to the
onstru tion of the input sets as des ribed above. As a onsequen e, the separate
two test sets were dis retised independently on training samples [3℄. In ase of
dis retised sets used together with ross-validation the results are also often
overoptimisti as ompared to evaluation by independent sets.
4.2

Dis retisation Applied

In the rst part of experiments all input sets were dis retised with supervised
Fayyad and Irani's method. Due to spe i s of this approa h, the ontinuous
spa e is partitioned in varying degrees, with several intervals for some attributes,
while for others single bins are found. Single interval variables in dis rete domain
an be treated as bringing zero information about des ribed on ept [17℄. However, these hara teristi s are valid for a onsidered set whereas in the ontext of
any other set for the same attributes there an be established di erent numbers
of bins. The numbers of intervals throughout all sets ranged from 1 to 4.
In the se ond part of experiments the input sets were dis retised with unsupervised equal width binning approa h, with varying the number of bins from
2 to 10. With this pro essing all attributes were assigned the same number of
intervals, regardless of their individual hara teristi s. This uniform division is
one of the reasons why this method is often riti ised.
And in the third stage of experiments, for all attributes whi h in supervised
dis retisation of learning sets re eived single intervals (referred to in the rest of
the paper as SDL1B) there was performed additional pro essing of equal width
binning, for the numbers of bins from 2 to 10.
With two independent dis retisation approa hes of learning and test sets
several dis rete versions of ea h set were obtained. For ea h indu er used and
ea h dataset all ombinations of train and test sets were investigated, amounting
to the total number of tests dependent on the number N of di erent values of
bin numbers tried in equal width binning, and equal to
1(supervised)+N (unsupervised)+((N +1)2 1)( ombinations)= N 2 +3N +1,
per indu er per train dataset, whi h was doubled be ause of two test sets.
4.3

Indu ers Employed

In the des ribed resear h three indu ers with default parameters were used,
Naive Bayes, J4.8, and k-Nearest Neighbours [5℄, all implemented in WEKA
workben h, and apable of operating on numeri al as well as nominal attributes.
Naive Bayes is a relatively simple yet powerful lassi er, often outperforming
more omplex indu ers. For this very reasons it is widely used as as referen e

model for omparisons of resear h results [4℄. It works fast and has low storage
requirements for pro essing. This lassi er refers to Bayes' rule of onditional
entropy while assuming independen e of all onsidered hara teristi features.
J4.8 algorithm is an implementation of Release 8 for C4.5 de ision tree learner
[14℄, also assuming independen e of attributes. This learning s heme bases on
divide and onquer approa h for onstru tion of unpruned and pruned de ision
trees. In this version of the lassi algorithm when splits for numeri al attributes
are onsidered, an adjustment to the information gain, based on MDL prin iple,
is used with the goal of avoiding over tting.
k-Nearest Neighbours is a popular instant-based method, whi h an be tuned
by the input parameter of the number of onsidered neighbours [11℄. Ea h onsidered sample is ompared against its hosen number of nearest neighbours and
assigned a lass that onstitutes the majority amongst them.
To prevent overly optimisti lassi ation results, whi h may happen in ase
of ross-validation, the performan e of all indu ers was estimated basing on
independent two test sets. The issue was ompli ated even more, as test sets
were dis retised entirely independently on training samples.
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Obtained Results

In the preliminary step of tests, the performan e of indu ers for the input
datasets was estimated with the test sets for ontinuous domain, to be used
as a referen e point for further omparisons. These results are given in Table 1.
Columns AvgT in all tables show the averages from both test sets for a lassi er,
whereas olumns AvgD list the average lassi ation a ura ies for a dataset.
Table 1.

Classi ation a ura y for numeri al stylometri attributes [%℄

Classi ers and Test Sets
Naive Bayes
J4.8
kNN
Dataset AvgT T1
T2 AvgT T1
T2 AvgT T1
T2 AvgD
Female 93.33 95.56 91.11 89.45 86.67 92.22 95.56 97.78 93.33 92.78
Male
91.11 88.89 93.33 83.89 84.44 83.33 94.44 93.33 95.56 89.81

Next, the power of indu ers was tested for datasets dis retised by supervised
Fayyad and Irani's approa h, as displayed in Table 2. For female writer dataset
for Naive Bayes and kNN lassi ers the obtained results were worse than in
the ontinuous domain, while for J4.8 they were roughly at the same level. For
male writers for Naive Bayes some improvement in re ognition was observed, for
J4.8 a very signi ant de rease and una eptably low performan e, and for kNN
slightly lowered a ura y. On average the results for both datasets were worse
when ompared to numeri al attributes. It an be explained to some extent by
independent dis retisation of sets, whi h resulted in di erent numbers of intervals
found for the same attributes in learning and test sets.

Classi ation a ura y for stylometri attributes dis retised by supervised
Fayyad and Irani's method [%℄
Table 2.

Classi ers and Test Sets
Naive Bayes
J4.8
kNN
Dataset AvgT T1
T2 AvgT T1
T2 AvgT T1
T2 AvgD
Female 85.56 90.00 81.11 89.45 90.00 88.89 92.78 95.56 90.00 89.26
Male
93.68 94.44 93.33 50.00 50.00 50.00 93.33 94.44 92.22 79.07

Unsupervised equal width binning was exe uted with the number of onstru ted intervals from 2 up to 10 for all features. The results given in Table 3
indi ate that for all lassi ers and both datasets in many ases the lassi ation
was at higher levels than in ase of supervised dis retisation. It was due to the
fa t that the in exible numbers of bins applied to both learning and test sets
aused that hara teristi s of sets be ame loser to ea h other than in ase of
supervised dis retisation, whi h in turn was better adapted to individual sets.
Table 3. Classi
ation a ura y for stylometri attributes dis retised by unsupervised
equal width binning [%℄

Number
Classi ers and Test Sets
of
Naive Bayes
J4.8
bins AvgT T1
T2 AvgT T1
T2 AvgT
Female writer dataset
2 88.34 87.78 88.89 88.89 85.56 92.22 87.22
3 92.78 96.67 88.89 95.00 94.44 95.56 88.89
4 93.33 92.22 94.44 90.00 88.89 91.11 95.00
5 94.45 96.67 92.22 91.67 87.78 95.56 93.33
6 92.22 96.67 87.78 90.00 88.89 91.11 93.33
7 94.44 94.44 94.44 90.00 87.78 92.22 96.11
8 95.56 94.44 96.67 91.67 90.00 93.33 95.56
9 92.78 94.44 91.11 92.78 92.22 93.33 95.00
10 91.67 94.44 88.89 90.56 88.89 92.22 95.56
Male writer dataset
2 88.33 92.22 84.44 83.33 86.67 80.00 84.45
3 83.33 83.33 83.33 82.78 86.67 78.89 89.45
4 86.11 88.89 83.33 83.33 86.67 80.00 88.33
5 86.11 87.78 84.44 90.56 93.33 87.78 92.78
6 84.44 86.67 82.22 86.11 87.78 84.44 91.11
7 85.56 86.67 84.44 86.67 86.67 86.67 91.11
8 86.67 85.56 87.78 82.78 88.89 76.67 90.56
9 88.89 90.00 87.78 86.67 87.78 85.56 91.11
10 87.78 87.78 87.78 85.00 85.56 84.44 91.67

kNN
T1

T2

AvgD

87.78
93.33
96.67
93.33
96.67
96.67
97.78
97.78
96.67

86.67
84.44
93.33
93.33
90.00
95.56
93.33
92.22
94.44

88.15
92.22
92.78
93.15
91.85
93.52
94.26
93.52
92.59

90.00
90.00
91.11
94.44
93.33
90.00
94.44
92.22
92.22

78.89
88.89
85.56
91.11
88.89
92.22
86.67
90.00
91.11

85.37
85.19
85.93
89.81
87.22
87.78
86.67
88.89
88.15

Considered limitations for the numbers of intervals tested were based on these
numbers established through supervised dis retisation, where they varied from

1 to maximum of 4. In ase of unsupervised dis retisation the nal de ision with
respe t to this parameter is not straightforward, as depending on the dataset
and indu er we an observe several lo al maxima in lassi ation a ura y, but
for more than 10 bins there was dete ted a downward trend in performan e.
In the third part of experiments to the input datasets there was applied
a ombination of supervised with unsupervised dis retisation in the following
manner. From the onsidered set of available features there were sele ted those,
for whi h in supervised dis retisation of learning sets there were found only single
intervals, denoted as SDL1B. For these attributes in all sets, that is both learning
and test sets, additionally there was exe uted unsupervised dis retisation with
equal width approa h, with hanging the number of required bins from 2 to 10.
Within resear h all ombinations of di erent versions of pairs of learning and
test sets were investigated as shown in Fig. 1 for female writer dataset and in
Fig. 2 for male writer dataset, whi h amounted to 10 by 10=100 tests per indu er
and a dataset, doubled be ause of two test sets.
X axis indi ates the numbers of intervals for additionally pro essed variables
in the onsidered learning sets, and the number of 1 here re e ts the automati
supervised pro essing for su h sets, that is resulting in single intervals for these
attributes. The series orrespond to the numbers of bins in the testing sets for
the same attributes, with 1 also denoting purely supervised pro essing for all
variables. Thus a ombination of 1 with 1 gives the previously listed lassi ation
results for supervised dis retisation. In the gures the averaged results for both
test sets used were depi ted.
For female writer dataset and J4.8 lassi er the same repeated pattern of
re ognition level an be observed for all onsidered numbers of intervals for single
bin variables in the training sets. The maximum performan e was obtained when
SDL1B variables were transformed into either 4, 5, or 6 interval features in the
test sets. For this dataset and Naive Bayes lassi er the maximum was found for
3 equal width bins onstru ted for all attributes whi h for the learning sets had
single intervals. For kNN indu er the highest re ognition was obtained when
there were at least 5 intervals reated for ases of single bins in training sets
while for these variables 4 bins were set in test sets. Thus for all three lassi ers
additional dis retising pro essing brought some gains.
For male writer dataset and all three indu ers employed similar overall trends
in performan e an be observed throughout the whole range of bins with respe t
to the training sets, while for varying numbers of intervals for the same variables
in test some di eren es an be dete ted.
For Naive Bayes indu er in the onsidered range of bin numbers at most only
very slight in rease of performan e ould be found, and in the majority of ases
further pro essing did not bring any gain but loss of lassi ation power. The
ompletely opposite trend is visible for J4.8 lassi er, but to some extent this is
the result of the ommented before very low performan e for the sets dis retised
only by Fayyad and Irani's approa h. When more than single bins were established for all variables onsidered, the orre t predi tion be ome a eptable, in
parti ular for as many as 9 or 10 bins for attributes in the test sets.
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for: a) Naive Bayes, b) J4.8, ) k-Nearest Neighbours

Fig. 1.
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for: a) Naive Bayes, b) J4.8, ) k-Nearest Neighbours

Fig. 2.

In ase of kNN lassi er the di eren es in performan e were rather slight.
With in reasing the number of bins in the test sets rst there was dete ted some
higher predi tion level, then for even more bins the predi tion de reased. The
maximum was for 3 bins for variables in test sets, and between 5 and 8 intervals
for these attributes in the learning sets. Whi h means that for two out of three
tested lassi ers the additional pro essing also brought noti eable gains.
Presented investigations on dis retisation approa hes applied in stylometri
domain learly show that high expe tations with respe t to supervised pro edures an result in disappointing performan e in ase of dis retisation of independent sets, for whi h even as simple method as unsupervised equal width
binning an give better lassi ation a ura y. The ombination of supervised
with unsupervised dis retisation strategies for single bin attributes an also be
used in sear h for improved performan e.

6

Con lusions

The paper presents resear h on dis retising approa hes in the domain of stylometri pro essing of texts. For the onsidered two tasks of binary authorship
attribution with balan ed lasses the performan e of three well known lassiers, Naive Bayes, J4.8, and kNN was observed for natural for this appli ation
domain numeri al hara teristi features, and for several dis retised sets. Three
approa hes to dis retisation were tested: supervised Fayyad and Irani's basing
on al ulated entropies and referring to MDL prin iple as the stopping riterion,
unsupervised with equal width binning, and a ombination of the former two.
Exe uted tests show that in ase of dis retising independent sets the performan e
for supervised pro essing an ause de rease in performan e with respe t to ontinuous domain. On the other hand unsupervised dis retisation just by itself, or
used as support for supervised pro edures an give the expe ted satisfa tory
lassi ation a ura y.
In the resear h, performed at the Silesian University of
Te hnology within the proje t BK/RAu2/2017, WEKA software was used [19℄.
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